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We guide our learners to understand the value of music as an essential human expression, both in contemporary culture and as a
reflection of the human condition in history. We use music to help cement, deepen and broaden learning across the curriculum. We
help children understand the value of playing and performance, both with instruments and singing and to appreciate a wide variety
of music from different times and cultures.
We aim to do this listening and evaluating, practicing and performing, composing and understanding basic rudiments. We also
promote personal expression, development and reflection. We encourage playing of instruments outside of class.
Listening
Evaluating
Assembly performances
Curiosity Cafes

Playing
Music hub events
Class Dojo

Musical visitors
CPD for co-ordinator etc

Musical visits
Staff meetings training by lead.
Lead to help staff with skills.

Children will be confident in their
ability to express themselves musically,
using a variety of instruments including
singing, regardless of their technical
skills. They will practice development
through lessons, home and clubs
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